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Achieving “sustainability” has 
truly begun affecting all of our 
personal choices, well beyond 
the traditional marketplace…



It’s influencing perception of 
our food supply…
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…our cities…
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…our schools…
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…even our clothing
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As part of this trend, 
expectations from governments 

and stakeholders have 
changed…
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1970s – 1980s:
Overt Environmental Challenges,

Straightforward Solutions
• Measurable, and at times visible, releases to 

environment

• Heightened environmental awareness within 
electorate and establishment of (and trust in) 
government agencies

• Solutions were:
– Oriented towards meeting command/control regulations
– Technology-driven
– Focused on reducing individual pollutants
– Enforced by government
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Today:
Ongoing Environmental Progress,

Perception Trumps Facts
• 30+ years of intensified environmental research has 

substantially increased knowledge
– Most overt environmental challenges have been addressed, 

contained and/or controlled, but
– Number of environmental concerns has expanded (science 

keeps advancing, which makes it hard to come to any “final” 
solutions)

• Internet has enabled networking on common causes
– Exponential growth of ENGOs since 1970s
– Populace is informed in more persistent, consistent fashion
– As informal collectives within society, no formal oversight of 

their use of science (or lack thereof) as it relates to 
environmental concerns

• Perception of environmental health has plummeted
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• Societal wish that industry should ideally have no effect 
on the environment
– Ideal is for all pollutant releases to simultaneously be zero
– Push-back on the achievability of this seen as arrogant, selfish, 

and deceptive

• Electorate no longer trusts governments to manage 
issues, and have turned to ENGOs as perceived honest 
broker

• Solutions are increasingly:
– Oriented towards meeting stakeholder perception as well as 

regulatory compliance
– Focused on many, frequently low level, pollutants simultaneously
– Technically challenging
– Met with skepticism in the marketplace

Today:
Ongoing Environmental Progress,

Perception Trumps Facts
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ENGO Influence on Marketplace 
Affects Customer Questions

• ENGOs have created their own environmental 
initiatives
– Unregulated scorecards and labels now supplanting 

government standards as the indicator of a “good” product

• Customers now initiating sustainability studies and 
programs
– ENGO disappointment in industry accomplishment and 

perception of lack of government effectiveness has led to 
direct pressure on customers

– Government studies still relevant, but inherent bureaucracy 
slows down ability to influence action

• Customers now demanding details on substances in 
products, not only how they are made
– For both regulatory & non-regulatory “hot button” chemicals
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What the Industry is Facing
• General population swept up in increased imagery of irresponsible 

industry
• Stakeholders that view science with skepticism, and who 

increasingly identify objective terms like “chemical” with “deadly”
• ENGOs designing marketplace tools that overly simplistically 

portray environmental decision-making
• Customers under pressure from ENGOs to demand “good” 

products
• Politicians and governments under pressure to regulate industry 

beyond what might be technically or economically feasible
• Practical and operational constraints, given that all environmental 

releases cannot simultaneously be reduced to zero
• Communication challenges, given that industry-generated 

information is deemed untrustworthy
• Financial constraints, given the state of embedded capital in the 

industry



NCASI has built an online tool
to help members respond to today’s 

perception-driven 
stakeholder questions

– using facts –
in a manner that allows 

the stakeholder to better understand 
the opportunities and constraints to

environmental solution 
development.
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Minimizing a Facility’s 
Environmental Footprint…

…requires understanding the interactions 
between environmental parameters

• Co-benefits:
– Concurrent reductions in environmental 

parameters when another parameter is reduced

• Trade-offs:
– Concurrent increases in environmental 

parameters when another parameter is reduced

The most effective decisions will balance 
these two aspects
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Example:  Greenhouse Gases

• Most of the industry’s manufacturing facilities 
require fossil fuels, and these fuels generate 
greenhouse gases when burned

• The industry obtains much of its energy, 
however, from biomass fuels, which have a 
short-term renewable life cycle and are thus a 
low-carbon source of energy
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Example:  Greenhouse Gases

• In terms of Air Emissions,
– Switching to biomass or natural gas from coal can 

significantly reduce emissions of certain air 
pollutants, SO2 in particular – i.e., a Co-benefit; 
however,

– GHG reductions accomplished via switching to 
biomass fuels can increase particulate emissions 
if the switch is from liquid or gaseous fossil fuels –
i.e., a Trade-off.
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How to Understand these Issues 
Better?

• NCASI’s new Environmental Footprint Comparison 
Tool (EFCT)
– Available at www.PaperEnvironment.org
– To be publicly announced on March 1, 2011

• Provides increasing levels of detail on a variety of 
important environmental parameters, for specific 
subjects

• Allows user to select desired level of detail

• Primary focus is pulp & paper, but certain aspects 
relevant to wood products, and this will grow in future

http://www.paperenvironment.org/�
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Marketing Tools
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Corporate Website Hyperlink



Desktop Shortcut
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Marketing 
Brochure
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Demonstration!
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